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Intro: Db F# Bbm Db

Verse 1:
F#                        Bbm F#
So many lights on in this city
Ebm         Bbm                Db
The people still walk in the dark
F#
I watch them as they re passing by me
            Bbm            Dbm
I hide the truth inside my heart
Db                          F#
 Cause I m afraid to lose control
    Ab     Bbm
I m comfortable 
            Db               F#
But there s something in my soul
Ab            F#
They need to know - oh  - oh.

Chorus:
Bbm           Db
Shine, shine, shine tonight
                      F#
It s time to let it show
Bbm          Ab
Burn bright light the fire
               Db     F#
That leads the way to hope
Ebm              Bb                 Ab
The maker of the stars lives in our soul
   Ebm             Db                  B
We have his light, what are we waiting for
             F#  Db  Ab
Get out and glow oh, oh, oh, oh
Ebm          F#  Db  Ab        Ebm
Get out and glow oh, oh, oh, oh

Verse 2:
F#
If we loved with no hesitation
         Bbm             Db
We would hold the purest light



F#
So spark a holy revolution 
             Bbm                Db
Against our fears, we can t be quiet
              F#         Ab   Bbm
The city on a hill can t be displayed
 Db                F#      Ab    F#
Until we take our faith, set it ablaze

Chorus:
Bbm           Db
Shine, shine, shine tonight
                      F#
It s time to let it show
Bbm          Ab
Burn bright light the fire
               Db     F#
That leads the way to hope
Ebm              Bb                 Ab
The maker of the stars lives in our soul
   Ebm             Db                  B
We have his light, what are we waiting for
             F#  Db  Ab
Get out and glow oh, oh, oh, oh
Ebm          F#  Db  Ab        Ebm
Get out and glow oh, oh, oh, oh

Bridge:
Ebm            F#  Db  Ab
If we don t go oh, oh, oh, oh
Bbm                 F#  Db  Ab
How will they know, oh, oh, oh, oh
Bbm               F#  Db  Ab
The love we show, oh, oh, oh, oh
Bbm               F#  Db  B
Get out and glow, oh, oh, oh, oh

Chorus:
Bbm           Db
Shine, shine, shine tonight
                      F#
It s time to let it show
Bbm          Ab
Burn bright light the fire
               Db     F#
That leads the way to hope
Bbm           Db
Shine, shine, shine tonight
                      F#
It s time to let it show
Bbm          Ab
Burn bright light the fire
               Db     F#



That leads the way to hope
Ebm              Bb                 Ab
The maker of the stars lives in our soul
   Ebm             Db                  B
We have his light, what are we waiting for
             F#  Db  Ab
Get out and glow oh, oh, oh, oh
Ebm          F#  Db  Ab        Ebm
Get out and glow oh, oh, oh, oh
            F#  Db  Ab
Get out and glow oh, oh, oh, oh
Ebm          F#  Db  Ab        Ebm
Get out and glow oh, oh, oh, oh


